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Macro photography is extreme close-up photography, usually
of very small subjects and living organisms like insects, in
which the size of the subject in the photograph is greater
than life-size (though macrophotography also refers to the
art of making very large photographs). By the original
definition, a macro photograph is one in which the size of
the subject on the negative or image sensor is life-size or
greater. 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Close-up
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Negative_(photography)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_sensor


WATER
DROPLETS

LEAVES AND 
FLOWERS

Anything natural works
wonders for macro
photography ideas. Leaves
and flowers are great
examples because they come
in many different types of
shapes and textures. They
carries in color, size, shape,
and texture after falling from
the tree.

Water droplets are great to
work with. You can use
them after a rainfall or
even create them yourself
with a spray gun.
.
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' 'Don't wait and judge from
too far, try to get close and
know more ''



EYES

INSECTS

Insects are amazingly wonderful,
or downright creepy. Especially
blown up to the sizes that macro
photography offers.

Nothing is more important than
the eyes. We use them for all
photographic purposes, for one!
We also use them as a way of
non-verbal communication,
where our emotions are easily
readable.

The eyes speak volumes of our
ancestry, and their colors and
patterns are amazingly beautiful
and unique. The great thing
about these is that you are not
limited to capturing human eyes.
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"Be faithful in small things
because it is in them that your
strength lies."
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WHAT IS
WORKING
DISTANCE?

Working distance is easy: It’s the
distance between the front of your
lens and your nearest subject. If your
working distance is too small, you
might end up scaring your subject or
blocking the light simply because you
are too close. Ideally, you will want a
working distance of six inches (15
centimeters), with the best-case
scenario being twice that or more.
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WHAT IS
MAGNIFICATION?

In macro photography,
it is important to know
how large or small your
subject appears on your
camera sensor.
Comparing this number
versus your subject’s
size in the real world
gives you a value known
as your magnification.

If that ratio is simply
one-to-one, your subject
is said to be at “life-size”
magnification. For
example, if you’re 
 capturing something
that is one centimeter in
length, and it is
projected exactly one
centimeter onto your
camera sensor, it is at
life-size (regardless of
the size of your camera
sensor).
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While decreasing your aperture
will give you the depth of field you
need to get your subject in focus,
it will also allow less light into your
camera. If your setting doesn’t
offer enough natural light, using
your camera’s flash or a macro
ring light can help counteract this
problem.

Between shallow depth of field, using
manual focus, and delicate camera
positioning, it’s extremely difficult to
achieve optimal results in macro
photography without using a tripod
to stabilize your camera. A tripod
setup is ideal for macro photos of
stationary objects, but can also be
used to get better results for live
subjects like insects.

USE A TRIPODUSE FLASH
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Speaking of lenses, you may want to
go for those that offer longer focal
lengths, depending on your subject of
choice. This allows you to “digitally”
move in closer when clicking insects
and objects, closing up without
disturbing them or disrupting their
natural environment. The best focal
length for these types of situations
should be anything above 90mm

A photographer should learn how
to improve their composition in-
camera. This means properly
framing your subject before
clicking the shutter instead of
relying on post-processing to
correct your composition. This can
be quite crucial for macro
photography, as cropping your
shots decreases the photo
resolution.

USE A lONGER FOCAL LENGTH 
 FOR LIVING SUBJECT

IMPROVE YOUR
CAMERA COMPOSITION
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 "To me, photography is an
art of observation. It's
about finding something
interesting in an ordinary
place... I've found it has
little to do with the things
you see and everything to
do with the way you see
them" 

ELLIOTT ERWITT
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